
1. How can we track 
attendance?

 Attendance is tracked through event 
check-ins. When an event is created 
by an officer/admin, there is a section 
on the form to have either a 
location-based, passcode or QR code 
check in. Sisters will check in on the 
mobile app during the time of the 
event. These check-ins are time/date 
stamped into an attendance sheet for 
the chapter’s records.

2. How do we update our 
roster?

 The GINsystem is connected to the 
database at Delta Gamma Executive 
Office. When a sister is updated in the 
database it will feed down into the 
GINsystem and update for you. Keep 
in mind this can take a couple of days 
to show as updated on the roster in 
the GINsystem. 

3. How do we track study 
hours?

 Sisters track their own study hours at 
any chapter approved location 
through the mobile app. A chapter 
administrator will need to set up 
locations in the GINsystem where 
sisters are allowed to study. Then 
when a sister is in a location she can 
open the mobile app > academics 
menu > my study hours and click ‘start 
studying’. This will track her hours 
until she either leaves the location or 
clicks ‘stop studying’. 

4. How do I retrieve my username and 
password? 

 In the event you do not know your GINsystem 
log in information you can go to Delta 
Gamma.org/login and select “Click Here” to 
reset your password or to create an account. 
Then follow the stepped instructions. The same 
username/password is used to access the 
DeltaGamma.org member portal and the 
GINsystem. 

5. How do I update my chapter 
website?

 Sisters with administrator access can update 
the chapter’s external website. In the 
administrator menu > manage external website 
she will find the back end of the website where 
all the needed updates can be made. Some of 
the pages have content written by Delta 
Gamma that cannot be changed on the 
chapter level. These pages are denoted with a 
locked symbol next to them in the left hand 
menu. The chapter can update any pictures 
and written content on semi-locked or 
unlocked pages.

6. Is there a way to manage 
emergencies?

 In the GINsystem > administrator menu is 
Manage Emergencies. This page gives you the 
ability to start an emergency check-in and 
view data from previous emergency check-ins. 
Emergencies can include but are not limited to 
natural disasters, bad weather or unsafe 
campus situations. This is a great tool to make 
sure your sisters are safe and accounted for in 
a timely manner.
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